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library pet project

Helpful for others

Bottle opener

- Repository communities
- UKCoRR
- Tools for facilitating
- Metadata in DSpace

Sustainable object

Core of science

Need data + code to verify
repeatable
reproducibility?
Spork

- Redefining the scholarly object
- The changing nature of science
  - computational: need data + code to verify
  - reproducible vs repeatable
- Excellence or quality?
Carry carabiner

- Repositories - no longer just a "library pet project"
- Embedded
  - policies / mandates
  - technical infrastructure
- Consequences: need to be stable + maintainable
- Increase in outsourced hosting
Metric wrenches

- Name identifiers
  - Dev challenge: DSpace + ORCID
- Research data management
- Statistics and altmetrics
- DSpace roadmap
Helpful for others

Bottle opener

- Repository communities
  - UKCoRR
- Tools for facilitating open access
- Metadata in DSpace
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